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Conflict In The Crimea British Redcoats On Russian
Soil
"The text investigates the role that Russophobia played in the formation of Bram
Stoker's fictional works. Offering historical information about Russophobia and the
Crimean War, including the consequences of the post-war fallout, Slavic and Balkan
connections, and analysis of Stoker's vampiric themes, this is a work of two nations'
histories that intertwine through an unexpected literary avenue"--Provided by publisher.
In contrast to every other book about the conflict Andrew Lambert's ground-breaking
study The Crimean War: British Grand Strategy against Russia, 1853-1856 is neither
an operational history of the armies in the Crimea, nor a study of the diplomacy of the
conflict. The core concern is with grand strategy, the development and implementation
of national policy and strategy. The key concepts are strategic, derived from the works
of Carl von Clausewitz and Sir Julian Corbett, and the main focus is on naval, not
military operations. This original approach rejected the 'Continentalist' orthodoxy that
dominated contemporary writing about the history of war, reflecting an era when British
security policy was dominated by Inner German Frontier, the British Army of the Rhine
and Air Force Germany. Originally published in 1990 the book appeared just as the
Cold War ended; the strategic landscape for Britain began shifting away from the
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continent, and new commitments were emerging that heralded a return to maritime
strategy, as adumbrated in the defence policy papers of the 1990s. With a new
introduction that contextualises the 1990 text and situates it in the developing
historiography of the Crimean War the new edition makes this essential book available
to a new generation of scholars.
In September 1854, the armies of Britain, France and Turkey invaded Russia. In the
months that followed over half a million soldiers fell. They died from bullet wounds and
shrapnel, cholera and disease, starvation and freezing. The Crimean War was a
medieval conflict fought in a modern age. But what is rarely appreciated, and what this
historical examination shows, is that this extraordinary and costly struggle was fought
not only in the Crimea, but also along the Danube, in the Arctic Ocean, in the Baltic and
Pacific. Few wars in history reveal greater confusion of purpose or have had richer
unintended consequences. Much has been written about this most senseless of wars
and this new history does not aim to cover old ground. Instead, it traces the war's
causes and sketches a vivid picture of the age which made it possible, up until the
moment of the Allies' departure for the Crimea. Woven together with developments in
diplomacy, trade and nationalistic expression are descriptions of the Russian, Turkish
and British armies and the principals of the drama - Napoleon III, Marshal St Arnaud,
Lord Raglan, the great Russian engineer Todleban, Florence Nightingale, Nicholas I
and his magnificently terrible Russian empire.
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The Seven Years' War was a world war fought between 1754 and 1763, the main
conflict occurring in the seven-year period from 1756 to 1763. It involved every
European great power of the time except the Ottoman Empire, spanning five
continents, and affected Europe, the Americas, West Africa, India, and the Philippines.
The conflict split Europe into two coalitions, led by Great Britain on one side and France
on the other. For the first time, aiming to curtail Britain and Prussia's ever-growing
might, France formed a grand coalition of its own, which ended with failure as Britain
rose as the world's predominant power, altering the European balance of power......
George Alfred Henty (8 December 1832 - 16 November 1902) was a prolific English
novelist and war correspondent.He is best known for his historical adventure stories
that were popular in the late 19th century. His works include The Dragon & The Raven
(1886), For The Temple (1888), Under Drake's Flag (1883) and In Freedom's Cause
(1885).Biography--G.A.Henty was born in Trumpington, near Cambridge. He was a
sickly child who had to spend long periods in bed. During his frequent illnesses he
became an avid reader and developed a wide range of interests which he carried into
adulthood. He attended Westminster School, London, and later Gonville and Caius
College, Cambridge, where he was a keen sportsman. He left the university early
without completing his degree to volunteer for the Army Hospital Commissariat when
the Crimean War began. He was sent to the Crimea and while there he witnessed the
appalling conditions under which the British soldier had to fight. His letters home were
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filled with vivid descriptions of what he saw. His father was impressed by his letters and
sent them to The Morning Advertiser newspaper which printed them. This initial writing
success was a factor in Henty's later decision to accept the offer to become a special
correspondent, the early name for journalists now better known as war correspondents.
Shortly before resigning from the army as a captain in 1859 he married Elizabeth
Finucane. The couple had four children. Elizabeth died in 1865 after a long illness and
shortly after her death Henty began writing articles for the Standard newspaper. In 1866
the newspaper sent him as their special correspondent to report on the Austro-Italian
War where he met Giuseppe Garibaldi. He went on to cover the 1868 British punitive
expedition to Abyssinia, the Franco-Prussian War, the Ashanti War, the Carlist
Rebellion in Spain and the Turco-Serbian War.He also witnessed the opening of the
Suez Canal and travelled to Palestine, Russia and India.... Walter Stanley Paget
(1863-1935), the youngest and perhaps the least artistically talented of the three Paget
brothers, held a gold medal from the Royal Academy of Art, and, like his brothers,
illustrated books and magazines in late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century
London, signing himself as "Wal Paget" His eldest brother, Henry, attended the Royal
Academy Schools and worked for The Sphere as a "special artist" during the Balkan
War of 1912-13. Walter had worked for this magazine, too, in London during the Boer
War, turning the rough sketches sent by the paper's "specials" in South Africa into
complete illustrations for publication. Walter's second brother, Sidney, also attended the
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Academy Schools. . . . Walter Paget's art was usually workmanlike but for the most part
uninspired. (Arabian Nights Books [online source]) Walter Paget "also . . . produc[ed]
coloured illustrations of pretty girls, rather feeble rustic interiors, and easy-to-view
scenes of country life, soldiers and girls, and courting couples. He had a keen sense of
correct costume for his figures, as shown to advantage in many of his illustrations, for
example to Robinson Crusoe in the early 1890s." (mrholmes.com [online source])........
The Crimean War was the most destructive conflict of Queen Victoria's reign, the
outcome of which was indecisive; most historians see it as an irrelevant, unnecessary
conflict despite Florence Nightingale and the Charge of the Light Brigade. Here Hugh
Small shows how the history of the Crimean War has been manipulated to conceal
Britain's—and Europe's—failure. The war governments and early historians combined to
withhold the truth from an already disappointed nation in a deception that lasted over a
century. Accounts of battles, still widely believed, gave fictitious leadership roles to
senior officers. Careful analysis of the fighting shows that most of Britain's military
successes in the war were achieved by the common soldiers, who understood tactics
far better than the officer class and who acted usually without orders and often in
contravention of them. Hugh Small's mixture of politics and battlefield narrative
identifies a turning point in history, and raises disturbing questions about the utility of
war.
The terrible conflict that dominated the mid 19th century, the Crimean War killed at
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least 800,000 men and pitted Russia against a formidable coalition of Britain, France
and the Ottoman Empire. It was a war for territory, provoked by fear that if the Ottoman
Empire were to collapse then Russia could control a huge swathe of land from the
Balkans to the Persian Gulf. But it was also a war of religion, driven by a fervent,
populist and ever more ferocious belief by the Tsar and his ministers that it was
Russia's task to rule all Orthodox Christians and control the Holy Land. Orlando Figes'
major new book reimagines this extraordinary war, in which the stakes could not have
been higher and which was fought with a terrible mixture of ferocity and incompetence.
It was both a recognisably modern conflict - the first to be extensively photographed,
the first to employ the telegraph, the first 'newspaper war' - and a traditional one, with
illiterate soldiers, amateur officers and huge casualties caused by disease. Drawing on
a huge range of fascinating sources, Figes also gives the lived experience of the war,
from that of the ordinary British soldier in his snow-filled trench, to the haunted, gloomy,
narrow figure of Tsar Nicholas himself as he vows to take on the whole world in his hunt
for religious salvation.
The Crimean War was the most destructive armed conflict of the Victorian era. It is
remembered for the unreasoning courage of the Charge of the Light Brigade, for the
precise volleys of the Thin Red Line and the impossible assaults upon Sevastopol's
Redan. It also demonstrated the inefficiency and ineffectiveness of the British military
system based on privilege and purchase.Poor organisation at staff level and weak
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leadership from the Commander-in-Chief with a lack of appreciation of the conditions
the troops would experience in the Crimea resulted in the needless death of thousands
of soldiers. The Royal Navy, by comparison, was highly effective and successfully
undertook its operations in the Baltic, the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov.The relative
performance of the two branches of Britain's armed forces is reflected in the
despatches sent back to the UK by therespective commanders. The comparative
wealth of detail provided by Admirals Napier, Dundas and Lyons contrast sharply with
the limited, though frequent, communications from Generals Raglan, Codrington and
Simpson.The despatches of all these commanding officers are presented in this
compilation just as they were when first published in the 1850s. They tell of the great
battles of the Alma, Balaklava and Inkerman, of the continuing struggle against
Sevastopol and the naval operations which cut the Russian communications and
ensured an eventual, if costly, victory. They can be read, just as they were when
revealed to the general public more than 150 years ago.
The author relies to a great extent on contemporary accounts of a large number of
British men—and women—who were unwittingly caught up in this appalling war. As well
as surviving the efforts of their determined enemy, the Russians, they had to overcome
the harshest weather, rampant disease and woefully inadequate administrative support.
As revealed to a shocked nation by the first war reporters, medical care was largely nonexistent and wounded faced the trauma of being left for days without medical attention.
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This was where Florence Nightingale came in. Battles were prolonged, desperate and
hugely costly. The Crimean War was the catalyst for the modernisation of the Army,
due to the disgraceful injustice of conditions and lack of leadership and care by many in
authority.
The Crimean War combines an extraordinary oral and visual account of the Crimean War -including many photographs and accounts never previously published. The history is told from
eyewitness accounts from people on all sides of the conflict (British, French, Russian and
Turkish) -- in the forms of letters and diaries of soldiers, sailors, doctors, artists, nurses and
reporters. And as the Crimean War was the first war to be photographed and to which war
artists were assigned, the book is heavily illustrated with striking images of war. The
combination of art and personal accounts makes for an incredibly fascinating and original
perspective on the events.
Armed with only a telescope, a watch, and a notebook he retrieved from a dead soldier,
William Howard Russell spent twenty-two months reporting from the trenches for the Times of
London during the Crimean War. A novice in a new field of journalism -- war reporting -- when
he first set off for Crimea in 1854, the young Irishman returned home a veteran of three bloody
battles, having survived the siege of Sebastopol and watched a colleague die of cholera.
Russell's fine eye for detail electrified readers, and his remarkably colorful and hugely
significant accounts of battles provided those at home -- for the first time ever -- with a realistic
picture of the brutality of war. The Crimean War, originally published in 1856 under the title The
Complete History of the Russian War, presents a selection of Russell's dispatches -- as well as
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those of other embedded reporters -- providing a ground-eye view of the conflict as depicted in
British newspapers. Fought on the southern tip of the Crimea from 1853 to 1856, the Crimean
War raged on far longer than either side expected -- largely because of mismanagement and
disease: more soldiers died from cholera, typhus, typhoid, dysentery, and scurvy than battle
wounds. Russell's biting criticisms of incompetent military authorities and an antiquated military
system contributed to the collapse of the contemporary ruling party in Britain. In his reports,
Russell wrote extensively about inept medical care for the wounded, which he termed "human
barbarity." Thanks to compelling accounts by Russell and others, authorities allowed Florence
Nightingale to enter the war zone and nurse troops back to health. The Crimean War contains
reports from military men who acted as part-time reporters, articles by professional journalists,
and letters from others at the front that newspapers back home later published. Rapidly pulled
together by American publisher John G. Wells, the volume presents a fascinating
contemporary analysis of the war by those on the ground. This reissue offers a new
introduction by Angela Michelli Fleming and John Maxwell Hamilton that places these reports
in context and highlights the critical role they played during a pivotal point in European history.
The first first-hand accounts of the realities of war, these dispatches set the tone for future
independent war reporting.
The Crimean War dominated the mid 19th century, killed at least 800,000 men and pitted
Russia against a formidable coalition of Britain, France and the Ottoman Empire. It was a war
for territory, provoked by fear that if the Ottoman Empire were to collapse then Russia could
control a huge swathe of land from the Balkans to the Persian Gulf. But it was also a war of
religion, driven by a fervent, populist and ever more ferocious belief by the Tsar and his
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ministers that this was a crusade, the fulfilment of Russia's task to rule all Orthodox Christians
and control the Holy Land. And it was a war based on hatreds and hypocrisy, specifically the
overwhelming Russophobia that swept much of Europe. Orlando Figes' major new book
reimagines this extraordinary war, in which the stakes could not have been higher. It was both
a recognisably modern conflict - the first to be extensively photographed, the first to employ the
telegraph, the first 'newspaper war' - and a traditional one, with illiterate soldiers, amateur
officers and huge casualties caused by disease. The iconic moments of the war - the Charge
of the Light Brigade, the Siege of Sebastopol, the impact of Florence Nightingale - are all here,
but there is also a rich sense of the entire region and of the many nationalities caught up in the
fighting. The conflict engulfed the Danube principalities, the Baltic and the Caucasus as well as
the Crimea, with the British creating vast if ultimately delusive plans for the partition of much of
Russia. Drawing on a huge range of fascinating, often untapped sources, Figes also gives the
lived experience of the war, from that of the ordinary British soldier in his snow-filled trench, to
the haunted, gloomy, narrow figure of Tsar Nicholas himself, as he vows to take on the whole
world in his hunt for religious salvation.
What's so special about Crimean War?In this new, compelling book from author Delorse Tate,
find out more about Crimean War ...The Crimean War was a conflict between the Russian
Empire and an alliance of the French Empire, the British Empire, the Ottoman Empire, and the
Kingdom of Sardinia. The war was part of a long-running contest between the major European
powers for influence over territories of the declining Ottoman Empire. Most of the conflict took
place on the Crimean Peninsula, but there were smaller campaigns in western Anatolia,
Caucasus, the Baltic Sea, the Pacific Ocean and the White Sea. In Russia, this war is also
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known as the "Eastern War", and in Britain it was also called the "Russian War" at the time.The
Crimean War is known for the logistical and tactical errors during the land campaign on both
sides. Nonetheless, it is sometimes considered to be one of the first "modern" wars as it
"introduced technical changes which affected the future course of warfare," including the first
tactical use of railways and the electric telegraph. It is also famous for the work of Florence
Nightingale and Mary Seacole, who pioneered modern nursing practices while caring for
wounded British soldiers.The Crimean War was one of the first wars to be documented
extensively in written reports and photographs: notably by William Russell and Roger Fenton
respectively. News correspondence reaching Britain from the Crimea was the first time the
public were kept informed of the day-to-day realities of war.So, what seperates this book from
the rest?A comprehensive narrative of Crimean War, this book gives a full understanding of the
subject.A brief guide of subject areas covered in "1850s Conflicts - Crimean War" include -Crimean War- Siege of Sevastopol (1854???1855)- Siege of Taganrog- Siege of
PetropavlovskFind out more of this subject, it's intricacies and it's nuances. Discover more
about it's importance. Develop a level of understanding required to comprehend this
fascinating concept.Author Delorse Tate has worked hard researching and compiling this
fundamental work, and is proud to bring you "1850s Conflicts - Crimean War" ...Read this book
today ...
From the time of the Crimean War in 1853 to the Second Gulf War, Evans tells the stories of
war correspondents who served as the "eyes of history": Ernest Hemingway, Alexander
Dumas, Arthur Conan Doyle, Rudyard Kipling, John Steinback, and others. Full color. 90
photos.
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The account of a brave and dashing cavalry officer during the turbulent years of the Victorian
age 'Billy' Johnson came from a well known family in Lincolnshire. He chose the life of a soldier
in the Honourable East India Company's Bombay Army and travelled to the sub-continent to
serve with both the 6th Bombay Native Infantry and the Guzerat Horse. He was the
consummate sportsman and his accounts of tiger hunting and pig-sticking make riveting period
reading. Ever keen to be in action, Johnson took the opportunity to join British forces in the
Crimea where his actions attached to the 20th Foot at Inkerman brought him to the attention of
his superiors. Promotion and transfer to the 1st Oudh Cavalry followed; which could have spelt
disaster, had not his enthusiasm for campaigning taken him on the Persian Campaign-John
Company's last war-just as the conflagration of the Indian Mutiny erupted within the heart of his
own regiment. Returning to the fray-and always confident of his own ability to command native
troops-Billy Johnson commanded the remnants of the 12th Irregular Cavalry-comprised of loyal
Sikhs-and together they held the distinction of being the only native cavalry within the British
force during the Lucknow campaign where they were ever in the thick of the conflict.
Founded by Catherine the Great, the maritime city of Sevastopol has been fought over for
centuries. Crucial battles of the Crimean War were fought on the hills surrounding the city, and
the memory of this stalwart defence inspired those who fruitlessly battled the Germans during
World War II. Twice the city has faced complete obliteration yet twice it has risen, phoenix-like,
from the ashes. In this groundbreaking volume, award-winning author Mungo Melvin explores
how Sevastopol became the crucible of conflict over three major engagements – the Crimean
War, the Russian Civil War and World War II – witnessing the death and destruction of
countless armies yet creating the indomitable 'spirit of Sevastopol'. By weaving together firstPage 12/29
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hand interviews, detailed operational reports and battle analysis, Melvin creates a rich tapestry
of history.
Conflict in the CrimeaBritish Redcoats on Russian SoilPen and Sword

[Illustrated with over two hundred and sixty maps, photos and portraits, of the
battles, individuals and places involved in the Crimean War] “The journalist
William Howard Russell (1820–1907) is sometimes regarded as being the first
war correspondent, and his reports from the conflict in the Crimea are also
credited with being a cause of reforms in the British military system. This account
of his time there, first published in 1858 and expanded in this 1895 edition,
explains how Russell was sent by The Times of London in 1854 to join British
troops stationed in Malta. He spent the next two years witnessing some of the
key moments of the war, including the battle of Balaclava and the ill-fated Charge
of the Light Brigade. His newspaper reports of the fighting and of the living
conditions for the troops were widely read and very influential. In this
retrospective work, Russell gives a more personal narrative of his experiences,
making this an important account of one the most brutal wars of the nineteenth
century.”-Cambridge Ed.
THE causes of the last war with Russia, overwhelmed by verbiage, and wrapped
up in coatings of protocols and dispatches, at the time are now patent to the
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world. The independence of Turkey was menaced by the Czar, but France and
England would have cared little if Turkey had been a power whose fate could
affect in no degree the commerce or the reputation of the allies. France, ever
jealous of her prestige, was anxious to uphold the power of a nation and a name
which, to the oriental, represents the force, intelligence, and civilization of
Europe. England, with a growing commerce in the Levant, and with a prodigious
empire nearer to the rising sun, could not permit the one to be absorbed and the
other to be threatened by a most aggressive and ambitious state. With Russia,
and France by her side, she had not hesitated to inflict a wound on the
independence of Turkey which had been growing deeper every day. But when
insatiable Russia, impatient of the slowness of the process, sought to rend the
wounds of the dying man, England felt bound to stay her hands, and to prop the
falling throne of the Sultan. Although England had nothing to do with the quarrels
of the Greek and Latin Churches, she could not be indifferent to the results of the
struggle. If Russia had been permitted to exercise a protectorate over the Greek
subjects of the Porte, and to hold as material guarantee the provinces of the
Danube, she would be the mistress of the Bosphorus, the Dardanelles, and even
the Mediterranean. France would have seen her moral weight in the East
destroyed. England would have been severed from her Indian Empire, and
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menaced in the outposts of her naval power. All Christian States have now a right
to protect the Christian subjects of the Porte; and in proportion as the latter
increase in intelligence, wealth, and numbers, the hold of the Osmanli on Europe
will relax. The sick man is not yet dead, but his heirs and administrators are
counting their share of his worldly goods, and are preparing for the suit which
must follow his demise. Whatever might have been the considerations and
pretences which actuated our statesmen, the people of England entered, with
honesty of purpose and singleness of heart, upon the conflict with the sole object
of averting a blow aimed at an old friend. To that end they devoted their treasure,
and in that cause they freely shed their blood.
Exhibition held at The Queen's Gallery, Palace of Holyroodhouse, Friday, 4 Aug
2017-Sunday, 26 Nov 2017--Exhibition website.
In September 1854, the armies of Britain, France and Turkey invaded Russia in
what was to become the Crimean War. In the months that followed over half a
million soldiers fell. They died from bullet wounds and shrapnel, cholera and
disease, starvation and freezing in a medieval conflict fought in a modern age.
But what is rarely appreciated is that this extraordinary struggle was fought not
only in the Crimea, but also along the Danube, but in the Arctic Ocean, in the
Baltic and Pacific. Few wars in history reveal more confusion of purpose or have
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had greater unintended consequences. Alexis Troubezkoy's new history traces
the causes of this most senseless of wars and sketches a vivid picture of the age
which made it possible, interweaving descriptions of the Russian, Turkish and
British armies with the principals of the drama — Napoleon III, Marshal St. Arnaud,
Lord Raglan, the great Russian engineer Todleban, Florence Nightingale,
Nicholas I, and his magnificently terrible Russian empire.
From the doomed attempt to seize the Russian guns by the Light Brigade at
Balaclava, to the Siege of Sebastopol itself, artillery played a major part in the
Crimean War. This official history of the Royal Artillery Regiment in the conflict is
therefore indispensible to a full picture of the war. Colonel Jocelyn's detailed
account of operations opens with a description of the Regiment's organisation on
the eve of the war, and discusses the changes brought about by the experience.
Part II of the book deals with the military operations themseves, opening with the
Battle of the Alma, the start of the protracted Siege of Sebastopol, the chaotic
Battle of Balaclava and the bloody Battle of Inkerman. Although an official history,
the author is unsparing in his criticism of errors when they occur. Each section of
the book is accompanied by appendixes listing the forces, guns and officers
present at each encounter. In addition there are 71 tables, 41 engravings, and
ten maps."...Essential reading for a general view of the war as well as the details
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of the key part played by the artillery" Major Colin Robins
*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further
reading World War I, also known in its time as the "Great War" or the "War to End
all Wars," was an unprecedented holocaust in terms of its sheer scale. Fought by
men who hailed from all corners of the globe, it saw millions of soldiers do battle
in brutal assaults of attrition which dragged on for months with little to no respite.
Tens of millions of artillery shells and untold hundreds of millions of rifle and
machine gun bullets were fired in a conflict that demonstrated man's capacity to
kill each other on a heretofore unprecedented scale, and as always, such a war
brought about technological innovation at a rate that made the boom of the
Industrial Revolution seem stagnant. The enduring image of World War I is of
men stuck in muddy trenches, and of vast armies deadlocked in a fight neither
could win. It was a war of barbed wire, poison gas, and horrific losses as officers
led their troops on mass charges across No Man's Land and into a hail of bullets.
While these impressions are all too true, they hide the fact that trench warfare
was dynamic and constantly evolving throughout the war as all armies struggled
to find a way to break through the opposing lines. Needless to say, the First
World War came at an unfortunate time for those who would fight in it. After an
initial period of relatively rapid maneuver during which the German forces
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pushing through Belgium and the French and British forces attempting to stymie
them made an endless series of abortive flanking movements that extended the
lines to the sea, a stalemate naturally tended to develop. The infamous trench
lines soon snaked across the French and Belgian countryside, creating an
essentially futile static slaughterhouse whose sinister memory remains to this
day. As with the other nations involved, the war came as a shock to the British
army. For the past century, it had mostly been engaged in colonial conflicts
against opponents with far more limited resources and technology, and this
created a sense of superiority. Put simply, the British army was used to defeating
any opponent it faced, and even against more challenging opponents, such as
the Russians in the Crimea and the Boers in South Africa, Britain came out on
top, suffering only a few embarrassments along the way. However, World War I,
especially on the Western Front, was unlike anything the British had faced
before. As the trenches were dug and the major armies settled in, the British
faced armies like their own for the first time in 60 years, and they found that
victory was far from easy. Along the way, the British army adapted and
confronted new tactics, new weapons, and new horrors, sometimes coming up
with bold innovations like the tank but occasionally finding itself unable to break
the habit of conventional thinking. The British Army in World War I: The History
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and Legacy of the Army across All Theaters of the Great War comprehensively
analyzes Britain's experience in the field, the results, and the traumatic aftermath.
Along with pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about
the British Army in World War I like never before.
From the Romantic age to the twenty-first century, The Routledge Dictionary of
Modern British History is an essential guide to 250 years of history that have
seen ‘this sceptr’d isle’ rise, fall and rise again as a major world power. A
colourful, highly readable text, The Routledge Dictionary of Modern British
History covers: Prime Ministers, from William Pitt to Winston Churchill and Tony
Blair protest movements, from Chartism to CND 'the Troubles' and the journey
towards a fragile peace in Northern Ireland military conflict from the Crimea to
Iraq historic turning points from the Great Reform Act to the Poll Tax riots. An
important and user-friendly resource, this comprehensive reference is ideal for ALevel students and first year undergraduates, as well as anyone interested in the
history of the United Kingdom.
A comprehensive history of the development and use of cameras in recording
British military conflicts from the 1850s to the 1950s. Books about war and the
pictures that came out of conflict usually concentrate on the picture content. But
behind every picture there is a camera—and that’s what this book is about.
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Profusely illustrated throughout with pictures of the cameras, rather than the
pictures they took, it looks at one hundred years of conflict from the Crimean War
to the Korean War. It begins in the days when a photographer needed to be more
of a scientist than an artist, such were the difficulties of shooting and processing
any photograph. It ends with the cameras whose compact dimensions, versatility
and ease of use meant that photographers could largely forget the science and
concentrate on the art. Some cameras simply recorded events. Others defined
and changed the way those events proceeded. These were the cameras that
went to war, and this is their story. Praise for Cameras at War “An amazing
collection of superb photographs beginning with some from the Crimean
War—coupled with a brilliant narrative that emphasizes the use of photography to
record conflict. Where would we be without such evidentiary mementoes?”
—Books Monthly (UK)
A 'recovery' project drawing on unpublished letters and diaries, this is the first biography of
Victorian Britain's famous war artist, Elizabeth Thompson Butler. She transformed war art by
depicting conflict trauma, decades before its designation as a medical condition. Married to an
officer in the British army, she traveled with her husband's military postings. Her art is prescient
in its concern about the implications of foreign military intervention and champions the ordinary
soldier and the dispossessed. Lady Butler is a story of travel and history, of war and conflict, of
Italy of the Risorgimento, of the London art world where she achieved celebrity and negotiated
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the difficulties of being a female artist in a male-dominated domain, and of imperial travel. Her
biography reveals a figure whose perspective on war is modern, whose confidence in
achieving success in the masculine field of battle art taps into contemporary debates, and
whose work provokes a rethinking of the post-imperial world.
On 28 March 1854 Queen Victoria’s government announced that Britain was at war with
Russia, and British troops made ready to sail to the Crimea. The Crimean War is considered to
be the first modern conflict, and the first to be comprehensively photographed. This illustrated
history gives a unique pictorial insight into the war, presenting photographs from one of the
early pioneers of photography, Roger Fenton, alongside artist William Simpson, the Russian
painters Timms and Rubio, and pictures from The Illustrated London News and Punch.When
Roger Fenton travelled to the Crimea in February 1855 he began to compile a collection of
portraits of officers and units, and of the camps and locations within the Allied lines, providing
posterity with the first accurate pictorial record of life on campaign. These invaluable
photographs bring to life a war that would otherwise be as remote as that which ended forty
years earlier at Waterloo. The conflict was also wonderfully recorded by the 31-year-old artist,
William Simpson, who travelled to the Crimea ostensibly to record the capture of Sevastopol,
but ended up producing eighty superb illustrations that were published in two series in 1855.
Although Simpson produced only lithographs, his work proved as valuable as Fenton’s,
covering all aspects of the war, both on land and at sea.With each picture placed into clear
historical context by the authors, and with the inclusion of Russian paintings and artwork from
periodicals of the day, this volume makes for an interesting and thoughtful pictorial history of
the war in the Crimea.
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For a relatively short war, the Crimean War holds an important place in history. Finally, a
resource that provides a historical overview of the war from a number of different angles
including, the causes, the motivations, the course, and the consequences. This volume fully
explores the: o Main engagements o Principal political figures and rulers o Military leaders and
naval commanders o Events leading up to the conflict This Dictionary is an excellent window
into the political, national, and military intrigue that surrounded one of the most costly
campaigns of all time. Includes a chronology, maps, and a comprehensive bibliography full of
primary sources, as well as classic sources and histories that will allow researchers to trace
the changing perception of the war through history.
????:Doctor Thorne
The Crimean War, or the Eastern War, as the Russians called it, razed the countryside and
cities of Crimea, leaving a devastated nation in its wake. The most costly war fought on
Russian soil, losses exceeded even those of the Napoleonic War nearly half a century before.
Sustained bycivilians, the conflict collapsed only when the violence had finally exhausted
Crimean land and labor. Crimea in War and Transformation is the first exploration of the
civilian experience during the Crimean War to appear in English.With limited options, the
people of Crimea shaped their own destinies during the war. Whereas some chose to donate
or to sell their agricultural produce to Russian and Allied armies, others resisted requisition.
Many families welcomed soldiers into their homes, and in Sevastopol, locals helped
buildcritical batteries, parapets and other defenses. Local Russian and Greek nationalists
turned to religious patriotism and enlisted in community militias to fight a holy war for tsar and
country. Some Crimean Tartars actively collaborated with the enemy, while others remained
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steadfastly loyal to thetsar. At the apex of violence, hungry soldiers and desperate officials
scapegoated Crimea's native Muslim population, leading to a deadly population transfer.
Unable to eke out survival in a hostile and war torn land, nearly 200,000 Crimean Tartars were
driven from their homeland to the OttomanEmpire. Those inhabitants who remained--Tartars,
Russians, Greeks, Bulgarians, German colonists, Jews, and others--participated in the largest
war recovery program yet sponsored by the Russian government.Drawing from a wide body of
published and unpublished material, including untapped archives, testimonies, and secret
police files from Russia, Ukraine and Crimea, Mara Kozelsky details in readable and vivid
prose the toll of war on the Crimean people from mobilization through recovery.
The British Army's involvement in the Crimean War of 1854-56 is often remembered only for
the ill-advised "charge of the Light Brigade" during the battle of Sevastopol as memorialized in
Tennyson's poem. Nevertheless, the British Army, together with the French and Turkish
armies, posed a formidable threat to Russia's expansionist ambitions. This book examines the
uniforms of the various branches of the British Army involved in the conflict, including general
officers and staff, artillery, infantry and the most colorful branch of all - the cavalry. Numerous
illustrations, including rare contemporary photographs depict the army's uniforms in vivid detail.
The Crimean War (1854-6) was the first to be fought in the era of modern communications,
and it had a profound influence on British literary culture, bringing about significant shifts in
perceptions of heroism and national identity. In this book, Stefanie Markovits explores how midVictorian writers and artists reacted to an unpopular war: one in which home-front reaction was
conditioned by an unprecedented barrage of information arriving from the front. This history
had formal consequences. How does patriotic poetry translate the blunders of the Crimea into
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verse? How does the shape of literary heroism adjust to a war that produced not only heroes
but a heroine, Florence Nightingale? How does the predominant mode of journalism affect
artistic representations of 'the real'? By looking at the journalism, novels, poetry, and visual art
produced in response to the war, Stefanie Markovits demonstrates the tremendous cultural
force of this relatively short conflict.
Describes the wars, campaigns, battles, and leaders of the British army during the Victorian
era.

Young Jack Archer has joined the British Army. When Great Britain and Russia
go to war, Jack finds himself on the way to the Crimean Peninsula in the Black
Sea. There, he joins the siege of Sevastopol. Through a series of adventures,
Jack is captured and is befriended by a Russian noble family. Will Jack escape?
What will become of the Russian family? Who will win the conflict in the Crimea?
These and other questions will be answered in G.A. Henty's Jack Archer: A Tale
of the Crimea. Set in eighteenth-century England, Russia, and the Ottoman
Empire (Turkey), this book includes more than 100 geographical, historical, and
explanatory footnotes to aid the modern reader.
There is little documented mapping of conflict prior to the Renaissance period,
but, from the 17th century onwards, military commanders and strategists began
to document the wars in which they were involved and later, to use mapping to
actually plan the progress of a conflict. Using contemporary maps, this
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sumptuous new volume covers the history of the mapping of war on land and
shows the way in which maps provide a guide to the history of war. Content
includes: The beginnings of military mapping up to 1600 including the impact of
printing and the introduction of gunpowder The seventeenth century: The focus is
on maps to illustrate war, rather than as a planning tool and the chapter
considers the particular significance of maps of fortifications. The eighteenth
century: The growing need for maps on a world scale reflects the spread of
European power and of transoceanic conflict between Europeans. This chapter
focuses in particular on the American War of Independence. The nineteenth
century: Key developments included contouring and the creation of military
surveying. Subjects include the Napoleonic Wars and the American Civil War
The twentieth century including extended features on the First and Second World
Wars including maps showing trench warfare and aerial reconnaissance. Much of
the chapter focuses on the period from 1945 to the present day including special
sections on the Vietnam War and the Gulf Wars.
What's so special about Crimean War?In this new, compelling book from author
Ta Clarke, find out more about Crimean War ...The Crimean War was a conflict
between the Russian Empire and an alliance of the French Empire, the British
Empire, the Ottoman Empire, and the Kingdom of Sardinia. The war was part of a
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long-running contest between the major European powers for influence over
territories of the declining Ottoman Empire. Most of the conflict took place on the
Crimean Peninsula, but there were smaller campaigns in western Anatolia,
Caucasus, the Baltic Sea, the Pacific Ocean and the White Sea. In Russia, this
war is also known as the "Eastern War", and in Britain it was also called the
"Russian War" at the time.The Crimean War is known for the logistical and
tactical errors during the land campaign on both sides. Nonetheless, it is
sometimes considered to be one of the first "modern" wars as it "introduced
technical changes which affected the future course of warfare," including the first
tactical use of railways and the electric telegraph. It is also famous for the work of
Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole, who pioneered modern nursing
practices while caring for wounded British soldiers.The Crimean War was one of
the first wars to be documented extensively in written reports and photographs:
notably by William Russell and Roger Fenton respectively. News correspondence
reaching Britain from the Crimea was the first time the public were kept informed
of the day-to-day realities of war.So, what seperates this book from the rest?A
comprehensive narrative of Crimean War, this book gives a full understanding of
the subject.A brief guide of subject areas covered in "1850s In Turkey - Crimean
War" include -- Crimean War- Siege of Sevastopol (1854???1855)- Siege of
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Taganrog- Siege of PetropavlovskFind out more of this subject, it's intricacies
and it's nuances. Discover more about it's importance. Develop a level of
understanding required to comprehend this fascinating concept.Author Ta Clarke
has worked hard researching and compiling this fundamental work, and is proud
to bring you "1850s In Turkey - Crimean War" ...Read this book today ...
The Crimean War was a conflict between the Russian Empire and an alliance of
the French Empire, British Empire, Ottoman Empire and the Kingdom of Sardinia.
The war was part of a long-running contest between the major European powers
for influence over territories of the declining Ottoman Empire. Most of the conflict
took place on the Crimean Peninsula, but there were smaller campaigns in
western Anatolia, the Caucasus, the Baltic Sea, the Pacific Ocean and the White
Sea. The Crimean War is known for the logistical and tactical errors during the
land campaign on both sides (the naval side saw a successful Allied campaign
which eliminated most of the ships of the Russian Navy in the Black Sea).
Nonetheless, it is sometimes considered to be one of the first "modern" wars as it
introduced technical changes which affected the future course of warfare,
including the first tactical use of railways and the electric telegraph. It is also
famous for the work of Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole, who pioneered
modern nursing practices while caring for wounded British soldiers. The war also
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led to the establishment of the Victoria Cross in 1856 (backdated to 1854), the
British Army's first universal award for valour. The Crimean War was one of the
first wars to be documented extensively in photographs. News correspondence
reaching Britain from the Crimea was the first time the public were kept informed
of the day-to-day realities of war. This unique collection of 150-160 images will
prove to be an invaluable resource for historians, students and all those
interested in what was one of the most significant periods in British military
history. Each picture will tell its own story, and will be fully captioned with
historical detail.
Oft forgotten but simmering “frozen conflicts” continuously mark the political map
of Europe. All located in South Eastern Europe, the Black Sea area and
Transcaucasia, these conflicts run along ethnic, national, cultural and linguistic
lines, separating communities. This insightful book offers a rare critical analyses
of the cases of Northern Cyprus, Transnistria, Abkhazia, South Ossetia, NagornoKarabakh, Kosovo, and Crimea.
"In 1854 four of the major powers in Europe, Britain, France, Turkey and Russia
became embroiled in a devastating and costly war. While hostilities began in
Turkey's territories on the Danube, the war soon shifted to the Crimean
peninsula, which was then part of the Russian Empire. The focus of the allied war
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effort became the strategically important naval port of Sevastopol in the Crimea.
The Crimean war dragged on for two years and, as the generals and politicians
bungled and dithered, the soldiers in the trenches at Sevastopol endured terrible
conditions and died in droves in senseless attacks on the Russian fortifications.
The Crimean war was, in many ways, the first 'modern' war and it foreshadowed
later events in the trenches of World War I. First published in 2002, this is the first
book to assess all levels of Irish involvement in the Crimean war. It tells the story
of the Irish men and women who traveled to the Crimea to contribute to the war
effort and their experiences are described using contemporary letters and
published memoirs. In 2014, the world saw conflict break out in the Ukraine as
Russia tried to reassert control over the strategically important Crimea region.
Sevastopol has emerged once more as a key strategic interest for Russia and
much of the recent activity has focused on securing this important naval base.
While the nature of international conflicts may have changed, some key strategic
issues mirror nineteenth century concerns. This book addresses a previously
unexamined aspect of the Crimean war of 1854-6; the Irish involvement in a
costly international conflict that took place 160 years ago."--Publisher description.
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